ADVERTISING COMMUNITY TOGETHER - RESPONSIBLE

ACT RESPONSIBLE CELEBRATES “GREAT ADS FOR GOOD CAUSES”
at the Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity.

The association’s 16th exhibition was revealed at the Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity
from June 18 to June 22, 2018. Out of the 800 campaigns identified since June 2017 in the ACT
Responsible database, 280 were shortlisted to be part of the exhibition and a total of 81 campaigns
were showcased in four Themes : 12 in the Environment theme, 23 in Education, 29 in Solidarity and 17
in Human Rights. The 2018 exhibition gathered work in support of Good Causes, that is to say, human
rights, responsible behavior, solidarity and sustainable development from 72 agencies spreading
across 30 countries. Besides, it offered a unique opportunity for agencies to celebrate the best side of
advertising at the most prestigious event of the industry.
Creativity allows important messages to be delivered in a powerful and efficient way. Not only does this
exhibition bring coverage to the causes endorsed, but it also raises awareness outside the advertising
community. This year, certain themes stand out from others. Mental health, plastic pollution, domestic
violence and donation clearly caught the attention of advertisers. We also found many campaigns about
human rights, women empowerment, but if this year’s exhibition was to be described in one word, it
would be “solidarity”.
All visitors were invited to interact by voting for their favorite campaigns, either at the event or online to
elect the 2018 ACT Responsible Tributes to Creativity for Good. This year, in addition to these traditional
Tributes, ACT Responsible was proud to launch “Champions of Good”, a brand new annual tribute
celebrating the champions behind the work (movement-maker, non-profit, brand and industry leader).
“This is not an Award. There is no competition and there is no winner. The goal of this Tribute is simply to
acknowledge those champions, highlight clever and creative programs, share best practices and inspire
others.” says Hervé de Clerck, ACT Responsible Dream Leader.
The inaugural ACT Champions of Good Tribute will be presented to
Tarana Burke, founder of the “Me Too” movement,
Marco Lambertini, Director General of WWF International,
Michael Roth, Chairman & CEO of Interpublic,
Marc Pritchard, Chief Brand Officer, Procter & Gamble.
Tremendous thanks to the support of FCB Worldwide
for their support and for hosting the event on Thursday 21 June @ 17:30 PM at the Boat FCB.
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A CELEBRATION OF CREATIVITY FOR GOOD

to the top 3 favourite campaigns in Education, Environment, Human Rights, Solidarity from 72 agencies in 30 countries.

lg2 Canada, DDB BetterFly Georgia, gyro USA, McCann Health Brazil received a Creativity for Good Tribute by public vote.

The ACT Responsible Cannes Tributes is a recognition given through public votes to outstanding works for good causes. These are not awards in the literal
sense: they have not been selected by a jury, but have been singled out by the general public. These trophies and certificates act as symbolic tributes to the
agencies that have given their talent and creativity to make our world a better place. Voting took place from June 18 to June 21, on site at the Cannes Lions
Exhibition (1 vote = 5 points) and online (1 vote = 1 point). This year, 15.582 votes were cast this year, both on site and online.

Behind the wheel, cell phones can kill by la chose for La Sécurité routière

Rejection letter by by FCB Chicago for Boeing

One Shot by DDB BetterFly for WWF

Adaptation byAvalanche Vitória for Origens

Plastic Ocean by FF New York for Sea Shepherd

Hidden Damage by gyro for Joe Torre Safe At Home Foundation

Excuses by FCB Lisbon for Associação Portuguesa de Apoio à Vítima

The Good Dictator by Air, Partner of McCann for Amnesty International

Valuable Heritage byMcCann Health for Moinhos de Ventos Hospital

The Impossible Riddle by Human for Asociación Lucha contra el Mal de Alzheimer

Remember me by BBDO Group Germany GmbH for Alzheimer Research Initiative

Reaction time by lg2 for La Société de l’assurance automobile du Québec

ADVERTISING COMMUNITY TOGETHER - RESPONSIBLE

AN HOMAGE TO CHAMPIONS OF GOOD

A new annual tradition recognizing the champions behind the work
(movement-maker, non-profit, brand and industry leader).
This year, in addition to the Tributes to Creativity for Good, ACT Tributes celebrated 4 Champions of Good (Public, NGO, Advertiser, Agency) who have made
an impact in the social and environmental areas and helped improve the world through personal contributions and/or creative campaigns.

Tarana Burke, Founder, “Me Too” movement
Marco Lambertini, Director General, WWF International
Marc Pritchard, Chief Brand Officer, Procter & Gamble
Michael Roth, Chairman & CEO, Interpublic Group
were honored a Champions of Good Tribute.
“It is not an Award. There is no competition and there is no winner. The goal of this Tribute is simply to acknowledge those champions, highlight clever and
creative programs, share best practices and inspire others.” Said Hervé de Clerck, ACT Responsible Dream Leader.

The Champion of Good Tributes was organized thanks to

ADVERTISING COMMUNITY TOGETHER - RESPONSIBLE
THANKS TO OUR MEMBERS, ACT’IVE PARTNERS & FRIENDS

Advertising is a powerful tool. It can raise
awareness, influence attitudes and
sometimes even radically change
behaviors. It is up to us to use this tool
re s p o n s i b l y to m a ke s u re f u tu re
generations will have the resources to
continue.
Philippe Paget
CEO, AdForum

Our purpose is empowering people
through independent and reliable news.
We believe the viewers should make their
own opinion on world issues and that
EWuronews has this ability to make people
feel more independent and more
responsible; this is why we give the
necessary airtime to support responsible
advertising.
Carolyn Gibson
Chief Revenue Officer, Euronews

Screenvision Media has long been
committed to giving back through the
power of cinema. Our initiative Project
Everyone enables the UN to reach the
masses, drive long-term awareness of its
goals and connect with an audience likely
to act on the message. We are thrilled to
partner with ACT Responsible to further our
humanitarian efforts.
John Partilla
CEO, Screenvision Media

Being a good corporate citizen is a part of
our DNA. This comes to life in many ways
through our agencies around the world.
We are committed to being among the
world’s most diverse companies, to
mitigating our impact on the environment,
and to acting responsibly, making positive
change in the communities where our
employees live and work.
Michael Roth
Chairman and CEO, Interpublic

In a world increasingly characterised by
change and uncertainty, people value
brands they can trust. At Havas Group we
establish meaningful connections between
us and our clients, and our clients and their
customers. We have made it our mission to
make brands meaningful to people in
order to generate sustainable growth for
our clients and create value for all
stakeholders.
Yannick Bolloré
CEO, Havas Group

Everything we do reflects who we are – as
human beings, as companies and brands.
We strongly believe that purpose-driven
work isn’t something we should be doing
occasionally, it’s something we should be
doing every day. It’s the kind of work that
makes employees, clients and consumers
happy. We’re thrilled to be recognized for
doing good work for our clients that do
good for the world.
Carter Murray
CEO, FCB Worldwide

TBWA is honored to support ACT
Responsible. This community serves as an
excellent reminder that advertising is more
than a “buy this!” business; when done
right, it is a powerful tool with the potential
to spread influence, shift perception and
disrupt conventions on a global scale. We
believe it is our duty to fulfill that potential.
Troy Ruhanen
President and CEO, TBWA Worldwide

The idea that agencies should be socially
responsible because we have the strategic
and creative abilities to affect behavior is
beside the point. We should be socially
responsible because we’re human beings.
Be a decent human being. That’s the
message, and we should never stop
spreading it.
Michael Houston
Worldwide CEO, Grey Group

One of the core principles of Anomaly is a
belief in brand behaviour – the belief that
meaningful acts speak the loudest, and
have the most positive impact on people
and the world. It’s a shared view with ACT
Responsible, which is what makes the
organization so important to support.
Carl Johnson
Founding Partner, Anomaly

We should always remember that with
great power comes great responsibility.
Advertising is one of the greatest powers
created in human history, able to build
brands with a single image or copy line.
Let is also be a force for good, motivating
positive change in a world sorely in need
of it.
Barry Wacksman
Global Chief Strategy Officer, RGA

ACT Responsible honours the hugely
valuable job our industry does, throughout
the year all round the world, in multiplying
t h e i m p a c t a n d e ff e c t i v e n e s s o f
communications for Good Causes. The
Good Report adds a commendable extra
dimension to their mission , we are proud
to be a part of it.
Emma Wilkie
Managing Director, Gunn Report

The campaigns which agencies develop for
social, humanitarian and environmental
causes are some of the most creative work
in the world – by providing a dedicated
p l a t fo r m to s h o w ca s e t h e m , ACT
Responsible promotes the very best of our
industry. EACA is proud to support ACT
Responsible.
Dominic Lyle
Director General, EACA

In our communicating society, the
advertising industry is more than ever
aware of the stakes involved in social
responsibility. Our role is to encourage
consumers to adopt a more responsible
and ethical behaviour. The members of the
AACC are committed to helping the world
to change regarding these crucial issues.
Marie-Pierre Bordet
Vice-President, AACC

Advertising is burdened with many
calamities: provocative, misleading,
sexist... However, when put to good use,
advertising can be a very powerful tool.
ACT Responsible emphasizes such a use for
the defense of worthy causes. Advertising
is a weapon, let’s make use of it!
Pascal Cubb
Founder and Producer, Sunglasses

E-artsup students like to engage.Our
partnership with ACT Responsive empowers
them to put their talent and determination
to work for great causes. They work in a
constructive and collaborative spirit for a
better & fairer world. This is the best
educational program I can imagine for a
graphic design school. Thank you for this
beautiful collaboration!
Nicolas Becqueret
Director, e-artsup

First involved with ACT Responsible as
creative director for students of eartsup,
school in which I teach graphic design and
where I lead a Master’s degree, my
collaboration then extends into my
freelance activity for the realization of tools
of visual communication, pro bono ... a
double cap for a double mission but only
one pleasure.
Raphaël Thomas
Art Director

The mission of companies is not only to sell
products or services but to contribute to a
better society, and commit to it. We also
believe that advertising can participate in
awareness and a shift towards a more
responsible lifestyle. We support the work
of ACT Responsible who for years fought
fiercely and tirelessly in this direction.
Isabelle Musnik
Founder and President, Influencia

There’s no room for self-serving brands. Be
part of the solution or get the f… out of my
life.
Thomas Kolster
Author, Speaker, Sustainability expert,
Mr. Goodvertising

Social Responsibility is
a major driving force of global
business. The role of
advertising is determinant,
because it raises awareness on
social concerns of citizens,
consumers and voters who are
the real agents of change.
In this spirit, the mission of ACT
Responsible is to share best
practices and to brings
together key players of the
communication industry keen
to share their commitment to
responsible communication.
We thank the supporters who
finance and contribute to
100% of our action.
Hervé de Clerck
Dreamleader, ACT Responsible

SPECIAL THANKS TO
The Global Campus of Human Rights EIUC,
a unique network of a hundred universities
around the world seeking to advance
human rights and democracy education is
proud to partner with ACT Responsible to
continue its communication support for
social responsibility and global goals for a
better world.
Elisabeta Noli
Administrative Director, EIUC

Advertising is a powerful tool to raise
awareness and it’s up to us to use it
responsibly, I believe in preparing the new
generation by getting them involved. This
what I do with the Dutch young creative
community Jonge Honden (Young Dogs).
They’re the future.
Kyra Roest
Business Development, AD.BUSINESS
Amsterdam aka “mother of advertising”

The association’s values really inspired us
for this work that we realized in
competition within our school E-Artsup. As
young Graphic Designers, ACT
Responsible’s approach resonates and
encourages us to be attentive in our future
profession to contribute to the emergence
of responsible communication.
Charlotte Guillaumet, Arthur Jeunechamp

Graphic Designers
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MORE ABOUT THE 2018 EXHIBITION
To create an exhibition, beautiful images that catch the eye and convey a clear message are essential,
but great taglines are what unlock the potential of the campaign in becoming a real actor. Indeed,
we have received many case studies about events or experiments that help change and mold our
perspective of the world. Out of over 800 campaigns identified this year, the exhibition showcases a
collection of 81 campaigns created by 72 agencies for 78 advertisers from 30 countries.
Human rights are fundamental, however, there are still people who do not have these basic rights and
live in constant violence and terror. The campaigns “Out of place” by Havas Düsseldorf for Caritas and
“Through the eyes of a refugee” by TBWA\NEBOKO for Amnesty International emphasize this major issue,
and aim to take a second look at warzones and their victims.
Unfortunately, domestic abuse is, once again, a major topic addressed this year. Even in highly
progressive countries, this form of violence is still very prevalent. This issue is highlighted by initiatives
such as the “No More Excuses” campaign by RBK Communication for Women’s Shelter and “Excuses” by
FCB Lisbon for Associação Portuguesa de Apoio à Vítima. They have been launched to break the silence
and offer a way out to victims who are often paralysed by desperation and fear.
Mental health is another main issue that has been addressed this year. It manifests itself under various
forms, such as: PTSD, Alzheimer, depression, which can unfortunately lead to suicide. These different
diseases have something in common: isolation. Not only do they have a huge impact on the victims,
but they also directly affect their loved ones. This year, impactful campaigns such as “Remember me”
by BBDO Group Germany GmbH for Alzheimer Research Initiative and “#Project84” by adam&eveDDB
for CALM (Campaign against living miserably) shed light on these matters, in order to break the stigma,
educate people, and ultimately, remind the victims that they are not alone.
In the light of the “Me Too” movement, women empowerment is a theme that stands out in this year’s
exhibition. Even though Women’s Rights have come a long way, there is still a lot of work to do to break
sexist stereotypes and show that women can do anything and everything. Amazing campaigns such as
“This Girl Can” by FCB Inferno for Sport England and “Rejection letter” by FCB Chicago for Boeing try to
convey this important and empowering message.
Road safety has always inspired many advertisers from around the world, and this year is no exception.
Nowadays, in a society where our smartphone is part of our daily life, it is important for drivers to be
aware of the danger of using a cellphone while driving. In France, this is the fourth cause of death on
the road, right after alcohol. In our exhibition, two campaigns talk about this issue: “Behind the wheel,
cellphones can kill” by la chose for La Sécurité routière and “#ItCanWait” by FCB Cape Town for Western
Cape Government.
One of the biggest environmental issues today is the pollution of our seas and oceans. When taking a
walk on the beach, we can all witness that plastic is everywhere. As a matter of fact, more than 8 million
tons of plastic are dumped there every year, threatening marine biodiversity and poisoning the water.
In our exhibition, the beautiful and colorful campaigns “Plastic Ocean” by FF New York for Sea Shepherd
and “Trash Isles” by AMV BBDO for Plastic Ocean Foundation successfully highlight the importance of
this issue and the consequences of plastic pollution, because we should all ACT together to keep our
planet clean.
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2018 CAMPAIGNS EXAMPLES

« Balloon seller » - The absurd thing here isn’t the balloon seller. No child should grow up in a war zone. Please help at caritas-international.de

Out of Place by Havas Düsseldorf for Caritas International

Through the eyes of a refugee by TBWA\NEBOKO for Amnesty International

No More Excuses by RBK Communicatio for Women’s Shelter

The Face of Elder Abuse by Area 23, An FCB Health Network Agency for World Elder Abuse Awareness Day

The Bottom 100 by Havas Worldwide Sydney for Fund for Peace

Social contact can be frightening for people with autism by Ruf Lanz Werbeagentur for Autism Forum
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2018 CAMPAIGNS EXAMPLES

This Girl Can by FCB Inferno for Sport England

Rejection letter by by FCB Chicago for Boeing

A detail that can save lives by Bravo/BBG for Doctor Macel Macedo

#ItCanWait by FCB Cape Town for Western Cape Government

Trash Isles by AMV BBDO for Plastic Oceans Foundation

Plastic Campaign by Spinas Civil Voices for OceanCare
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LIST OF PARTICIPATION CAMPAIGNS
Agency
ABK Communication
adam&eveDDB
adam&eveDDB
AFTERSHARE.TV
Air, Partner of McCann
ALTMANN+PACREAU
Altmann+Pacreau
Altmann+Pacreau
AMV BBDO
ANGRY
Anomaly
Area 23, an FCB Health Network Agency
Arrivals + Departures
Avalanche Vitória
BBDO Dublin
BBDO Group Germany GmbH
Boondoggie
Bravo/BBG
Contrapunto BBDO Barcelona
DBPV
DDB BetterFly
Doner
Energy BBDO
FCB Brasil
FCB Cape Town
FCB Chicago
FCB Chicago
FCB Inferno
FCB Lisbon
FCB New Zeland
FCB Toronto
FCB Ulka Delhi
FCB Ulka Delhi
FCB/SIX
FF New York
Geometry
Goodfellas
Grey Group Canada
Grey Group Canada
Grey Israel
gyro
Happiness/An FCB Alliance
Happiness/An FCB Alliance
Havas Adrenaline
Havas Düsseldorf
Havas Germany
Havas Paraguay
Havas Prague
Havas Worldwide Sydney
Human
HUMANSEVEN
Jonoandpaul.com
la chose
la chose
Leo Burnett Israel
lg2
Lotus:H
Madame Bovary
MAYD - Studio of Creative Arts
McCann Health
McCann London
MullenLowe Romania
MullenLowe SSP3
Ogilvy Montréal
Ogilvy Montréal
Promored
RBK Communication
Ruf Lanz Werbeagentur
Spinas Civil Voices
Tam Tam/TBWA
TBWA\Brussels
TBWA\España
TBWA\HAKUHODO
TBWA\Hunt\Lascaris Johannesburg
TBWA\NEBOKO
TBWA\PARIS
TBWA\Singapore
Traffik
VML
WMcCann

Country
Georgia
UK
UK
Spain
Belgium
France
France
France
UK
Ukraine
USA
USA
Canada
Brazil
Ireland
Germany
Belgium
Brazil
Spain
Brazil
Georgia
USA
USA
Brazil
South Africa
USA
USA
UK
Portugal
New Zeland
Canada
India
India
Canada
USA
USA
Singapore
Canada
Canada
Israel
USA
Belgium
Belgium
USA
Germany
Germany
Paraguay
Czech Republic
Australia
Argentina
France
USA
France
France
Israel
Canada
Indonesia
France
Germany
Brazil
United Kingdom
Romania
Colombia
Canada
Canada
Chile
Sweden
Switzerland
Switzerland
Canada
Belgium
Spain
Japan
South Africa
Netherlands
France
Singapore
Canada
South Africa
Brazil
USA

City
Tbilisi
London
London
Madrid
Brussels
Paris
Paris
Paris
London
Kiev
New York
New York
Halifax
Espirito Santo
Dublin
Düsserldorf
Leuven
Fortaleza
Barcelona
Cascavel
Tbilisi
Southfield
Chicago
São Paulo
Cape Town
Chicago
Chicago
London
Lisbon
Auckland
Toronto
New Delhi
New Delhi
Toronto
New York
New York
Singapore
Toronto
Toronto
Tel Aviv
New Yotk
Brussels
Brussels
New York
Düsseldorf
Düsseldorf
Asunción
Prague
Sydney
Buenos Aires
Puteaux
New Yotk
Paris
Paris
Bnei Brak
Québec
Jakarta
Paris
Hamburg
Sao Paulo
London
Bucharest
Bogota
Québec
Montréal
Santiago
Stockholm
Zürich
Zürich
Montréal
Brussels
Madrid
Tokyo
Johannesburg
Amsterdam
Paris
Singapore
Toronto
Cape Town
São Paulo

Advertiser
WWF
Campaign Against Living Miserably (CALM)
Campaign Against Living Miserably (CALM)
ATRESMEDIA TELEVISIÓN
Amnesty International
Fondation Abbé Pierre
Croix Rouge française
Fondation Abbé Pierre
Plastic Oceans Foundation
International Organization for Migration
DICK's Sporting Goods
World Elder Abuse Awareness Day
Mental Health Foundation of Nova Scotia
Origens
The Dublin Simon Community
Alzheimer Research Initiative
Wereldsolidariteit
Doctor Macel Macedo
ATELCA
Ecovia
WWF
The Cuyahoga County Opioid Marketing Task Force
National Safety Council
Estadao
Western Cape Government
Boeing
Getty Images
Sport England
Associação Portuguesa de Apoio à Vítima
Vodafone
Canadian Down Syndrome Society
GSK Consumer Healthcare
The Times of India
PFLAG Canada
Sea Shepherd Conservation Society
National Gallery of Prague
Singapore University of Technology
World Vision Inc.
The Salvation Army
Shanti-House
Joe Torre Safe At Home Foundation
OVK/PEVR
OVK/PEVR
Ad Council
Caritas International
Getty Images/Fiftyfifty
Amnesty International
Amnesty International
Fund For Peace
ALMA (Asociación Lucha contra el Mal de Alzheimer)
French Federation of Cardiology
28 Too Many
La Sécurité routière
Sécurité routière
NPO
La Société de l'assurance automobile du Québec
WWF
Association Une femme, un toit (FIT)
PAISLEY
Moinhos de Ventos Hospital
Women To Look Up To
Red Cross
Conservation International
Fondation Jasmin Roy
Ataxia Canada
Moviliza
Women's Shelter
Autism Forum Switzerland
OceanCare
La Grande Guignolée des Médias
Solidarité Grand Froids
Asociación Reforesta
Tess Co., LTD
Goodbye Malaria
Amnesty International
WWF
Manulife
WWF
Huffington Post
The Salvation Army
LACSW

Campaign name
A man reaps what he saws
Suicide Notes
#Project84
Bouquets
The Good Dictators
Exclusion can include anyone
Wonder Granny
#SoyonsHumains
Trash Isles
Danger Might Be Invisible At First
Sports Matter
The Face of Elder Abuse
PTSD isn't always born on a battlefield
Adaptation
Stamps
Remember me
Tahra's Workout
A detail that can save lives
The Good Virus
Don’t let our coast be washed away
One Shot
Know the Rx
Prescribed to Death
Warboard
#ItCanWait
Rejection letter
Watermarks for Water
This Girl Can: Phenomenal Women
Excuses
Say it Tika
Anything but sorry
Fearless Kota
No conditions apply
Destination Pride
Plastic Ocean
Touching Masterpieces
A woman's work is never done
Everything Viral in 45 Seconds
Waitress
Garbage Gourmet
Hidden Damage
Behind the numbers
#SpeedTalk
HBP Numbers
Out of Place
Repicturing Homeless
Rocket
Nelson Mandela
The Bottom 100
The Impossible Riddle
Lucky Day
The Price of FGM
Behind the wheel, cell phones can kill
#Sauvons des vies
People. Not Symbols
Reaction time
Burning Elephant - Burning Tiger
The soundtrack of a women's life
FEM Currency
Valuable Heritage
Women To Look Up To
Food Bank
Nature Signs
Cyberbullying
The wallet
Old Man, Old Woman
No More Excuses
Social contact can be frightening for people with autism
Plastic Campaign
Donnez où que vous soyez, même de la Floride
NotFairBnb
It's not only a tree
Cogy Wheelchair
Beautiful Pathogens
Through The Eyes of a Refugee
#TooLatergram
The Life-Saving Pot
The Great Canadian Shoreline Cleanup
Stop the Cycle
Unwanted Gifts
Look Again LA
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Theme
Environment
Solidarity
Solidarity
Education
Human Rights
Solidarity
Solidarity
Solidarity
Environment
Human Rights
Solidarity
Human Rights
Solidarity
Environment
Solidarity
Solidarity
Human Rights
Education
Education
Environment
Environment
Education
Education
Human Rights
Education
Education
Solidarity
Education
Human Rights
Education
Education
Solidarity
Solidarity
Human Rights
Environment
Solidarity
Education
Solidarity
Solidarity
Solidarity
Human Rights
Education
Education
Education
Human Rights
Solidarity
Human Rights
Human Rights
Solidarity
Solidarity
Education
Human Rights
Education
Education
Education
Education
Environment
Human Rights
Education
Solidarity
Education
Solidarity
Environment
Education
Solidarity
Solidarity
Human Rights
Solidarity
Environment
Solidarity
Solidarity
Environment
Solidarity
Solidarity
Human Rights
Environment
Education
Environment
Human Rights
Solidarity
Human Rights
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ABOUT US
ACT Responsible is a Swiss-based non-profit association created in 2001. ACT
stands for Advertising Community Together. Over the years, ACT Responsible
has built a network of committed agencies, media, advertisers, institutions,
NGOs and corporations, who believe responsible advertising is an essential
focus of modern communications.
Through various initiatives, the association promotes the best advertising
campaigns created around the world on social and environmental issues. The
association is affiliated with the United Nations Department of Public
Information and part of the UN Global Compact.

Our vision: We believe that creativity has the power to overcome social,
generational or cultural barriers in order to arouse responsible understanding
and to call for action. Advertising is a universal language: images and music are
loaded with emotions and words give us the keys to get involved. The
combination of the three has an indisputable impact: understanding is
immediate; the senses awaken our consciousness and drive us to become actors.
Our mission: We inspire, promote and federate the Advertising
Communications Industry around Social Responsibility and Sustainable
Development and share good practices.

THE GALLERY OF GOOD ADS
Throughout the years, we constantly gather qualified advertising campaigns
on social and environmental issues from all over the world in a dedicated
“Gallery of Good Ads”, a multicriteria searchable database.

Over the years, we’ve partnered with many websites to promote this unique
content as widely as possible. The library is also accessible on AdForum.com
and the European Association of Communications agencies website.

EXHIBITIONS & EVENTS
For 18 years we’ve been producing hundreds of exhibitions, projections
and organising debates for institutions, schools and companies to help
raise their awareness about social and environmental issues and

encourage them to adopt responsible behaviors. Our events have been
held at professionals gathering, art galleries, cafés, corporation lobbies
and outdoors.

ACT TRIBUTES
Since 2004 we organise public votings during exhibitions
to involve visitors in honoring their favorite campaigns.
The Cannes ACT Tributes are a recognition of agencies’ contribution and a
source of motivation to produce even more outstanding work.

This year, we are proud to launch ACT Champions of Good, an annual
celebration of the people (Public, NGO, Advertiser, Agency) who have played
key leading roles in advancing social and environmental causes through
personal contributions and/or creative campaigns.

ONE MINUTE OF RESPONSIBILITY
Since 2007, the short program “One Minute of Responsibility”- created with
the TV channel Euronews – features campaigns to raise awareness on Good
Causes multiple times a day. We select the content and Euronews offers the
media space in order to amplify charities’ presence in everyday lives.

Since its launch, over 300 campaigns have benefited from more than 6,000
minutes of media space broadcasted in 155 countries – a market value of 15
million euros offered by Euronews.

NG’AD CLUB
In 2008 we co-founded the NG’Ad Club to stimulate discussion between the
world of business communication and the communication of charities in
order to promote, inspire and share good communication practices.

The Club offers its members meetings, dinners, technical breakfasts and
events throughout the year. The Club is based in France and counts over fortyfive NGO’s heads of communications.

THE CARE AWARDS
In 2009, we co-created the Care Awards, with the European Association of
Communications Agencies, in a bid to highlight the advertising industry’s
specific contribution to society. The awards focus on subjects such as public
health, environment, public safety, disability, human rights, domestic

violence, child abuse, education and other similar topical public issues. The
specificity of the Care Awards is its jury chaired by a member of the European
Parliament and composed of advertising and media professionals alongside
NGOs, advertisers and CSR experts.

THE GOOD REPORT
A d v e r t i s i n g i s t o o o ft e n c o n f i n e d t o i t s c o m m e r c i a l s i d e .
We tend to forget the other side of its role: to inform, raise awareness and
educate. In 2013, no specific recognition was offered to agencies which give
time and talent to support the communication of public interest causes.

In partnership with the Gunn Report, we have created “The Good Report” to
celebrate the wonderful work and commitment that thousands of agencies
are making to support these major causes, in order to motivate and inspire
creativity as well as the production of new campaigns .

ACT RESPONSABLE

In 2014, ACT Responsible launched its little French sister. The idea behind it
is to open ACT Responsible’s content as widely as possible and raise
awareness towards the general public.

The association works with city halls and corporations on the French territory
to offer themed exhibitions and projections to raise awareness on specific
issues.
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ADVERTISING COMMUNITY TOGETHER - RESPONSIBLE

BE ACT’IVE ALL YEAR
Join ACT Responsible on social media, be part of the community of ACT’ive
people who believe in the power of creativity to help build a sustainable,
equitable and respectful future. Share your favorite campaigns
and contribute to promote Good messages.

ACT-RESPONSIBLE.ORG
More about the ACT in Cannes 2018 on act-responsible.org/project/presscenter
Contact : isa@act-responsible.org - +33 6 07 08 12 07
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